The Centenary Congress is drawing closer! This lifetime event is yours, and we are planning the best way for you to present in person as well as to connect you remotely with attendees around the globe. Please send us your proposals for papers, symposia, and posters. The abstract submission deadline has been extended until January 31, 2022.

Celebrate ISR 70th anniversary with us by witnessing and taking part in the many unique events we have planned for this special occasion. Here is a glimpse at major aspects of the program.

1. We will have a number of interesting symposia, oral presentations, and posters on the following topics: Trauma / Psychotherapy / Forensic assessment / Ethical considerations / Neuroscience, perception, and projective testing / Research on the Rorschach test / New insights into the history of the Rorschach / Hermann Rorschach and art. Submissions are being accepted until January 31, 2022, following this link

2. Keynote Speakers
   - Prof. Robert F. Bornstein, PhD, Adelphi University (USA)
     “Toward an Integrative Perspective on the Person: Using Performance-Based Test Data to Enhance the Diagnostic Systems”
   - Prof. Dario Gamboni, PhD, University of Geneva (Switzerland)
     “Moins et plus qu’une image : des raisons d’un succès planétaire” (“Less and more than an image: reasons for a worldwide success”)
   - Dr. Yoshiaki Tsushima, PhD, National Institute of Information and Communications Technology, Center for Information and Neural Networks, (Japan)
     “Flying back and forth between perception and the Rorschach”
   - Prof. Fernando Vidal, PhD, Catalan Institution for Research and Advanced Studies (Spain)
     “The Neuroscientific Turn: A Historical and Critical Perspective.”
3. Workshops
(On Monday July 11, 2022. On-site only)
You can choose from 15 different Workshops! Nine Full-day Workshops and six half-day Workshops in English, French, and Spanish. (No interpretation provided for these sessions.) Check the details following this link.

4. Round Tables
1) The younger generation speaks about Rorschach’s Future.
2) Rorschach and ISR’s history
3) The Rorschach in Africa and Asia. History and developments in countries without ISR member societies.

5. Case Studies
1) Blind case
2) Multimethod Collaborative Assessment case

6. Special features
1) International Video Project- “Why I use the Rorschach.” Send us your 6-8-minute video about a time you used the Rorschach and it changed someone’s life. Submissions accepted until January 31, 2022. Details following this link.
2) The History of the Rorschach on the World Map: How did the Rorschach spread all over the world?
3) Rorschach and culture: How Rorschach impacted pop culture and contemporary arts.

7. Exhibition
From the Hermann Rorschach Archives and Museum: Walking through the life and work of Hermann Rorschach, with previously unedited material.

8. Commercial stalls
New books available for signing and vendor displays.
To register for a table, contact Symporg at contact@rorschachgeneva2022.org

9. Register for the Congress Now!
Don’t miss the “Early Bird” rates… register by April 15, 2022! You will be able to change your registration to and from “on site” or “virtual” as you need if your travel plans change. Please pay online by credit card for easy reimbursement (very easy, and few or no handling charges). Follow this link for the secured online registration form.

10. Pre-congress Webinars
In order to celebrate the ISR Centenary Congress, the Congress Organizing Committee is sponsoring a series of “Pre-congress Webinars” focused on fascinating and historical Rorschach protocols. Each webinar runs for 2 hours and translation is available in four languages. If you have not yet attended, you can still join and catch the remaining 3 webinars on Saturdays, Jan. 22 and March 26, and on Wednesday, May 25, 2022. Details and registration following this link.

Official Languages:
English / French / Spanish / Japanese
On-site and on-line simultaneous interpretation provided for international sessions.

“See you at the 70th Anniversary of the ISR and let’s celebrate the Centenary Congress together!”
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